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Westermark Discuss~sC~lturalPrograms
An interview was held with
Bob Westermark, chairman of
C.LC., to discuss their program
fo this school year.
Amplifier:' Bob could you give
Us some background OIl C.LC?
Bob: C.l.C., the Cultural Improvement Committee, was set
up last year to provide a cultural outlet for the students of
Montana Tech and the residents
of Butte.
Amplifier:
You feel that nonstudents should be allowed to
partake in C.LC. functions?
Bob: I feel that it is the responsibility of the college to be
a cultural center for Butte. I
also feel it is good public relations to envolve non-students
in campus functions. We need'
the support of the people from

downtown to improve and, maintain our schooL
Amplifier: How have the people of Butte responded to your
past presentations?
Bob: Very well, at the Folk
concert, held October 31, there
were about three hundred people and about half of these were
from downtown.
Amplifier:
How many people
do you have on your staff?
Bob: There are fifteen people
involved at present. I have diviged th: pro~ram int.o three
parts this year. MOVIes are
being handled by Joe Rohan,
speakers by Jack McCarthy,
and concerts by myself. The
others help in the areas as
needed, Funds for a ASMT
secretary' have been provided

for by the Stu4~nt Council and
this wille help considerably.
Amplifier: What basis do you
use for determining the type
of entertainment you present?
Bob: The st~dent bo.dy has
been polled twice to fmd out
what they want in the way otentertainmeht. We want to provide entertainment
to everyone's taste. Of course we hav.e
only so much money and we
must try to spend it on programs that the majority will
enjoy. For example last year
we had a piano concert that
only twenty students attended,
These people probably really
enjoyed the concert; but it is
not fair to spend everyone's
money on s?~ethin~ only such
a small majority WIll enjoy.

'Amplifier:
Could you give us
some .idea of what to expect
this year?
Bob: ..First I would like to
say that. all events are set up
on a tentative schedule. I may
plan a certain event such as
a movie and find out later that
either I must change the date
or even cancel it because of
unforeseen difficulties.
,As 1. said I have divided the
program into three main parts.
As for movies I would like
to have five to ten. This number will depend on how the
students react to paying a cost
of twenty-five cents for each
movies they attend. This small
charge would ·supplement our
rather meager budget, making
more movies possible.

Two speakers are planned at
present. One is an 'American'
Indian and the other is John
Sebaston,
a youth-orientated
folk singer. The cost is rather
prohibitive in this area. There
are alot of good speakers I'd
like, to have, but the school
simply does not have $500-$1000
to spend on one speaker.
, r would' like to get at least
one play again this year. But
no certain plans, have "been.
made yet. I am now looking at
"A group Called Smyth" fot
a concert around Christmas.
This will be a pillow concert
and there will be a charge.
We have to break even or at
least try to on these concerts
or there will not be enough
money for any other entertain,
ment.
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In the library, there are-nowapproximately 43,000 books and
bound periodicals.
The library subscribes to four
hUndred and seventy-five periodicals; to seven general newsPapers; and has an extensive
map collection which includes
topographic and geologic, maps.
:Facilities in the library in,
elUde a general reading room.
,a music room, and microfilm
eqUipment.
. In the reading room, the seatIng capacity has been increased
this year to 114 in the downstairs portion and 30 upstairs.
aecently, new shelving was added for the reference volumes,
and new racks for magazines,
Where the periodicals are arranged in general fields. Of
c.urrent interest is a special section on environment.
In the music room there are
records, primarily classical and literary.
At present, these facilities can
aCCommodate only one student
at a time, but plans are being
made to enlarge.

250 new stereo

The microfilm raciltties inClUde a new microform 'reader
Which will accommodate microl'ihn and microfiche. The preVious equipment
includes
a
micrOfilm reader-printer
and a
lllicrofilm reader.
Stacks have been open to the
facUlty since October 29.
SerVices available to the stu-

dents--under
he-rnter-library
,Loa.! Service program include
I the
exchange of books and
magazines between the libraries involved. It usually takes
one to two weeks to get the
volumes, depending on the distance of the library from which
they are borrowed.
The library is expanding its
holdings in both English and
History, so that before a book
is borrowed, the feasability of
purchasing the book is explor'ed. As a rule, by the end of the
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year the number of books borrowed is balanced by the number of books loaned to other
institutions.
The library js crowded much
of the time. Mrs. Peck said
that there wasn't' much use of
the library on Saturdays during
football season, but is is picking up now. The new hours this
year are: Monday through Friday from 8 to 5;· and from 79:30, Monday through Thursday
evenings. On Saturday, it is
open from 10 until 2.

Wh 0 'S Wh0 P-I'Ck S
SI- xteen at 'Uech'

Eng .. Billings; Leo A. Heath,
Sixteen Tech students _are
included in the Who's Who in Eng., Science, Butte; Eric H.'
Johnson, Geophysical Eng., JidAmong' Students in Americ~n
'da,
Saudi Arabia; David H.
Universities and Colleges t~IS
Rust, Eng., Science, Whitehall;
year.
Montana Tech Dean of Stu- Carol A. Try thall, Metallurgical
dents, ""Gi1stav Stolz, Jr., an- Eng., Butte; Robert L. Voernounced the recognition of the mans, Mineral Dressing Eng.,
following students. all of whom Whitefish; "James N. Warner,
are---;eniors this year; James ,Eng., Science, Laurel; Robert
J. Benner, Eng. Science, St. Re- V. Westermark, Petroleum Eng.
gis; Thomas M. Brady, Ge~- Great Falls; and George B.
Williams, Petroleum Eng., Butphysical Eng., Butte; Robert
te.
M. Chebul, Petroleum
Eng.,
Butte; Curtis C. Dahlgaar~, PeNominees are chosen by cam ..
troleum Eng .. Westly; Rlcha~d
T. Dale, Mining Eng. .TWIn pus nominations, by the faculty, the administration,
and
Bridges;
Antoine~te Driscoll,
the student body. Who's Who
Geological Eng., Butte; James
national committe picks the fiL. Fenton, Eng., Science, Bu~te;
nal names.
Leigh W. Freeman, GeophysIcal

Mansfield

Talks at Student Union

Candidates Speak at Tech
Arnold Olsen and Richard
Shoup visited Montana Tech the
week prior to election.
Olsen's visit consisted of a
question and answer session in
the Student Union Building. Mr.
Olsen voiced .strong opposition
to the 'Vietnam War and other
U.S. foreign involvements including NATO and the possibility of future involvement in the
Mid-East. He said he would like
to see an all-volunteer army in
time of peace and made it clear
that he voted against gun regu
lation laws.

Dick Shoup appeared in the
auditorium 'along with some republican hopefuls from Silver
Bow County. He is also opposed
to the Southeast Asian war and
is in complete agreement with
the President's withdrawal and
Vietnamization policies. In rega:ds to Montana, Mr. Shoup
said lower freight rates would
help bring industry and business
into the state. He told of plans
to' set up two full time district
offices to help him keep in clOSE'
contact with the people.
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Editor Talks

IsTech Progressing?

.
By D.
Is Tech/ really progressing?
I doubt it! It's true that
there are now more students
at Tech 1han before; however.,
most schools have greater enrollment
every year.
There
are more people seeking higher
education. Tech is at present
doing many things to try to
increase its size. It is trying to
get the authority to grant liberal arts degrees and more degrees in pure science, but this
only attracts people. The downtown merchants
are pouring
thousands of dollars into athletics, also attracting
people.'
But are people the only thing
this school needs to progress?
India, China and many other
Asian countries have large populations, but they are hardly
to be classified as ,progressive
nations. There is much more to
being progressive than having
many bodies.
Progress is defined as advancement, improvement,
and
moving forward. Tech is hardly
following this definition as a
school. To progress, this school
needs a more liberal atmosphere. Butte has a' very old,
deep rooted existence. It doesn't
create a good atmosphere for
progress. This should not affect Tech's progress however,
but it isn't helping us at the
moment.
Another thing which must be
changed to stimulate a progressrve enVIronment IS the administration or this school. Very few
people Imow HOw much power a
few people have. For instance,

W.
the Dean of Student Affairs
can at any moment bring any
st~t
before the Disciplinary
Committee and have such a student removed from schoolbY
questioning his interuitL.!!.n
consWering it unsatisfactory.
,\his makes it very easL!.Q_ggt
rid of a student who has done
something
cQntrary
to the
dean's VIctOrIan beliefs. Few
people probably know the dean
also has enough power to run
the Student Council if he chooses, making it a puppet dancing
to his whims. He has the power
to threaten or mtImidate stu
dent on this campus. and has on
occasion done so merely because he is Dean of Student
Affairs and has power oy_cr all
studentaTIalrs.
When a person has this much
power it is very hard for a
school to progress, unless the
man with the power is progressive too. A~.1'~~I
don't think
our power is progressive. It's
too easy to remain . stagnant,
and stuck in our old ways. Presently. if an effort is made to
progress, such as free thought
and expression; it is. quickly
attacked and forced to conform
to the present substandards.
As long as Tech keeps its
stagnant people in power and
only tries to attract students~
not new ideas, it will never
progress. It needs a new administration with new thoughts,
a new environment in which
progressive ideas won't be discouraged, and a better answer
to the question of progress.

FM Station May
Be Set Up Here
Plans for financing a F M educational :F'M radio station
with the power of 10 watts, and
radio station at Tech being put
the estimated range of 15 air
to' students.
.
miles.
A poll to decide whether the
The radio station will operate
Tech students want to finance
on about the same way KUFM,
a FM radio station, and what
they would nke to hear is im- at the University of Montana in
Missoula operates.
portant to all.
';
A room in which to house the
Gordon Crawford, chairman
radio station is still being sought.
of the FM radio program, said
Consideration has been given
the poll will decide if students
to
the attic of the dorm and a
want to finance the program.
This would mean about a $5.00 . room in the Met.
Uptown business men of Butte
increase in tuition fees for nevt
as well 'as many Montana Tech
semester only, to raise the needFaculty, support the project.
ed funds of about $5,000.00.
Student support is greatly needLetters have also been writed.
ten to electronic
companies
Dr. Doman, Physics Depart.
who manufacture radio equipment, ,is the advisor for the
ment for help such as discountproject.
Active members
in·
ed prices on equipment.
clude: Carol Collin, Gary Comp;rhe type of program and
ten, Paul Heisfield, Jersey Mar·
number of hours the station
galain, Doreen Williams, Kim
would broadcast will also be
Boken, John Storrun. and Rick
decided by the students who
Sdmidt.
will run it.
Gordon Crawford is a seniol'
The. radio station will be' an
majoring in chemist~y.
I

Letters To
The Editors
To the Editor:
Recently, we had the pleasure
of hearing Mr. David Baurngarten in the auditorium of the
Library-Museum Building.
His performance
of sailor
ballads and thought provoking folk songs was unprecedent
ed at Tech.
It was really too bad the
loudspeaker
system
was so
poor. Mr. Baumgarten's
voice
was distorted.
,
Whoever controls the present
speakers should seriously consider investing in new ones so
that the school need not be em'
barrassed again in the future.
When a folk singer requests
an audience's participation he
wants you to SING. His song is
meaningful poetry and is very
important to him. The automatons who persist in handclappDear Sir:
I
ing will be in for a big sur'
There has 'been a great deal
prise. This summer I saw Mary
A? editor is in a strange
of hassle over \ the editorial
position, For each issue of his (of Peter, Paul, and Mary)
which appeared in the first is- newspaper he must express his stop a song in the middle and
sue of tilts year's AMPLIFIER.
opinion on various matters in MICa crowd of over 15,000 from
I would like to, take a few
a way that will make his read- handclapping. She said if the
moments to discuss the job of erssit
up and take notice. If spirit of the song moves you to
editor on a newspaper. The
?is rea?er~ a gree with his opin. action. SING. Handclapping oneditorial content of all newsion, this IS good; if they dis- ly drowns out the performer.
papers-New
York Times, St.
agree, this too is good. But Those in the back can't hear
Louis Post-Dispatch,
Manches:
the words: those in the front
either way. agree or disagree,
ter Guardian, Montana Standard
are so involved with the rhythey must re-examine their pre
and the Amplifier-is
set by the
mises on the issue. If the read- thm that they forget the words.
editor; not by the publisher,
er of an editorial, upon reading
Mr. Baumgarten sang some
.stockholder, or reader. It is the
that editorial, fails to have any very beautiful. disturbing workseditor, and no other, who ex- thoughts on the opinion expres- I hope that when the CIC call
pesses his opinions in an edised, then he may as well kill get another comparable
pel"
torial' and his reporters are
himself, for he js of no use to former, the audience won't be
expected-though
by no means
.so inhibited.
himself or his fellow men.
required to express this view
The owner of theAmplifier is
in their articles.
Thank You.
the Associated Students of MonIf an editor writes an edi- tana Tech. The question is: does
Gary Compton
torial that makes the readers
the A.S.M.T. have the right to
of his paper sit up and take . replace the editor simply be.
notice, to talk, and to discuss
cause he was not afraid to ex. porter write an article about
the opinions which appear, then
press his opinion-an
opinion their opinion.
the editor has succeeded in his
Replace the editor? That'S
that is shared by numerous
duty to his readers. On the other
nonsense.
No libelouS
students-and
in doing so failed utter
hand, if an editorial fails to to express the opinion of the statements· were made in the
stir up comment, and the readeditorial. No one was slandered.
students of Tech? The answer
ers remain apathetic, then the
is an unqualified NO!!!! Be- The editor carried out his reo
editor has' grossly failed.
sponsibility completely: he e;'(cause as I have- already stated
In his editorial in the first
th~ e~itor's responsibility in a~ pressed his opinion that he
issue of the Ampiifier,
Mark
~dItOrIal is to express his opin- thinks the students of Montana
Schroer has succeeded;
his ion, and no one else's. Do those Tech are being twisted, and he
readers have taken notice, they
Who disagree. with the editor stated why he felt this waY'
are involved, they are no longha~~ any way to make their What more could you ask of an
-er apathetic. To crucify Mark is
editor?
oPl.n~ons heard? Yes; by either
to do him-sand his staff and
Do the readers of the Ampliwntmg a letter to the editor
his readers-a
grave injustice.
or by having an Amplifier re: fier want an editor whose ed
. itorials fail to stir up comment
and keep the readers in vali
AMPLIFIER
STAFF
ous .stages of apathy? Or do
they want an editor whose ed'
Editors .····..··· ···················· Mark Schroer Da
W·
itorials make the readers think?
Business and Advertising
,ve
ittman
.
··· ··..·,
Ralph Sorenson
Montana Tech will slowly diS'
Staff .......Joe Benski, Gerry Garruthers,
·Jo D'A y P
appear if apathy is allowed
Drodza, Rob Durkin, Charles. Fogerty Joe F rc ,
aulett~
t
.
Godb out , ThO
Patn·
to run rampant, as it seems to
Clan
omas H0llano
anc, Jeanne 'Loughranon ana,
G
have been doing. At last the
lich, lone Schaller, John Shea. Clarke Toivenen S't ehorge .PoAd .
, ep en Wmg.
students are thinking, they are
VIsor
Robert T. Taylor
talking, they are discussing,
Opinions expressed are those of the editor or a th
.
and, as is evident from the
ed articles and not necessarily those of the colI u os of sIgnpetitiops which sprang up ill
body unles~ the article so stipUlates. '
ege or student
such a short time after the
appearance
of the first issUe
Published 11 times during the academic year b th
"
of the Amplifier,
they are be'
ted StUdents of Montana College of Mineral Scie~ce e ~ssoclacoming
involved.
nology, Butte, Montana 59701. Entered as Sec d an TechReplace Mark? Good God!
ter on January 1960 at the Post Office at Butte o~ ~lass matIf not for Mark's editorial the
er the Act 0 March 3, 1897, as Amend~d.
,on
ana, undstUdents would still be apatheAshtUJl
~
.Butte
tic. Think about it.

Where Is Schroer?

Fire·the Editor?
Writer Says NO!

Bob Durkill

November 20.
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Engineering Head Criticizes

Dear Sir:
y our '~ditorial on page 3 of
the Amplifier dated October
30, 1970, entitled. "Students are
being Screwed" caused considerable consternation
on the
campus. As one toured the campus after the paper was distributed groups of students and
faculty could be found voicing .
their opinion, sometimes rather
loudly. about the article:
It
seemed that for those talking,
there was either strong approval
Or disapproval of the ideas in
the article. The faculty was taken to task for supporting the
football team because in the
OPinion of the editorial writer,
this· was the wrong approach.
Maybe so. but there are two
sides to most stories and the
other side should be made
known so interested people can
consider all of the angles.
Not being athletically inclined
nor overly enthused about spectator sports. perhaps my views
~ay be worth presenting on this
llnportant subject. I was associated with this college when
We went through about ten
Years of continual football game
losses. After winning a game
several years ago. the best we
could do was win a very few
every year until this year. Montana Tech was the laughing
stock of the conference and the
State of Montana; needless to
Say. our spirit was practically
Zero. As faculty sponsor of 'the
student council for many years.
1 .advocated strongly that we
either drop football or grant
athletic scholarships in order to
be competitive with other colleges in the league because _I
felt, and still do, that an extended period of losses is disgraceful to any organization.
There has been more spirit
on the campus this year than
eVer before. Why? Perhaps the
enthusiasm that goes with winning may have something to
do with it. The coaching staff
and the whole football team are
to be complimented on their
tremendous and inspiring performance this year. We have
many fine student athletes who
Probably would not be here if
We didn't offer athletic scholarships. The popular comment to
members of the team now is
"We won" rather than 10 years
ago when it was "Well you guys
lost again." It seems to me
that this winning brings us together
with the stipulation
"WE". It is true that the student who has made up his or
her mind on attending our college may not be influenced by
athletic powers. but there are
many students who have not
made up their minds as to what
career they want to pursue until
after they attend college. After
talking to many high school
students at colJege days. I am
SUre that a strong athletiC and
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activities
program
influences
some of the students in their
college choice.
Along with the athletic department.
I have the highest
accolades for the Cultural Irnprovement Committee. They are
not only bringing culture to the
campus but more significant.
they are. getting students to .attend these functions. It was
always embarassing to help arrange for some cultural activity
or to have some renowned speaker come to the campus and
have twenty-five people attend.
half of which were faculty. The
faculty is not deaf to student
demands and when a true demand exists. both the administration and the faculty will not
only give their blessings but
contribute to improve the cultural aspects of the college. Our
debate teams. Techettes, Spurettes, enthused cheerleaders. active campus dubs and organizations. faculty participation in
local. national and international
professional groups, all .help to
improve our total image as a
successful college.
The article / stated a number
of so-called facts and the tenor
of the article impressed me
that the conclusions reached
from these facts were the only
plausible ones. Limited experience with our legal system has
shown me the difficulty of establishing evidence and 'fa~ts ~e·
fore a law court. and even more
amazing; the conclusions that
learned people make from these
legally established facts. Opinion evidence, except in rare
cases. is not allowed in a court
of\ law unless one has been established by the court as an
expert. Even if.a person is an
expert. rebutted testimony can
be entered in a law case by
anothe expert !n the same field
on the same set of facts so the
jury can hear both sides of the
controversy.
There is not much question
that we are now crowded but
can we blame this on the footoall team? The Executive Secretary for the State Board .of
Regents estimated in 1966 that
we would have 600 plus students
in 1970 rather than the 1000 plus
that we have now. Because
money was appropriated for the
lowe numbers.
naturally
we
were caught short in number
of faculty and in expanded programs for the unexpected number of students. It takes a
minimum of three or our years
or a building to materialize
from a dream to physical usable
reality. We did not have a
power-house football team in
1966 or 1967 so they can hardly
. be blamed for this lack of
planning" We have only been
generally crowded the past two
years except in isolated cases.
There has not been a legislative session since 'that time and
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I am sure that our administration can substantiate our needs
much better to the Regents and
legislature
now that we are
crowded. They can no longer
ignore us because we are as
crowded as other units of ihe
University system.
The .buildup of our athletic
program was not accidental and
it did not· happen overnight.
Dedicated students. faculty. and
alumni worked long hard hours
to change our image from a
loser to a winner. Many alumni.
faculty. and business men support the program with Century
Club membership because thev
also eel that winning improve's
the spirit. and morale of the
institution. Right or wrong. it
is easier to raise money from
enthused people for an athletic
team than for cultural or educational
improvements.
The
contributors are not unique in
this feeling because most other
colleges use the same s-ystem.
We were fifteen or twenty years
late in subscribing to outside
support for our athletic program. This new look in athletics
has not cost the state of Montana any more money than if
we were losing every game ..
The . statement is made that
academic standards
are falling. that we have second and
third rate teachers. and that we
are no longer one of the best
engineering schools in the country. How was this conclusion
reached? Are we rated by some
national poll? If so. where are
the results? If our standards
are failing. how can the following questions
be answered?
Would we be accredited on a
long term basis if the inspectors
felt this were true? Why do representatives of engineering and
mineral industries come back
year after year to hire our graduates at more money per month
than the average of other comparable graduates? How is it
that our graduates become registered as professional engineers
by taking standard examinations? Why are our graduates
readily accepted by other colleges in graduate programs?
With all of these strong points ..
what is there to indicate' that
our academic
standards
are
falling? Because of our increase
in offerings. I bel~ve our graduates are I;>etter educated now
than they have been in the past.
Fac~lty rating and teaching
effectiveness .is difficult to determine .and it has been a problem WIth college administrators since time immemorial
Upon· reviewing faculty rating
sheets made by the students
for out-standing teacher awards
granted last spring.. it is true
some students gave some teach~rs low ratings. but invariably
m the same poll of the same
class other
students rated thO
.
lS
same
mstructor
very
high.

Good luck Orediggers Basketball
Teem
Don Tuggle
Howard Neckels

Charles Dawson
Chuck Martin

Tech Games Heard on Radio 1370
BUTTE
MONTANA

Speech'Teacher
Honored at Meet

Last weekend's
Gem State international
affairs. but the
Ja~boree held a p~easant sur- Princeton
style is different.
prise for. Mrs. Lucile Alt, fac- . Students
in this
particular
ulty advisor for the Montana
events are given such topics as
Tech .speech and debate teams . "How Far Is Up?"
k
. Sayre spo-e
on.
D uring that speech tournament. w~ch t~k place at Idaho
Mrs. Alt went on to mention
State University m Pocatello
that this type of
ki
.
Mrs Alt
. d d'
spea mg IS
.
was JU ge by contes- meant to show the resourcefultants from throughout the Wes- ness of the speaker. She said
tern states as the coach by these talks are essentially hu~hom each. speaker would most morous, unrelated to research
like to b~ Judged ', She was giv- and are judged mainly on evien a 17-Jewel wristwatch, and.
dence of basic cultural know:s .a r~s.ult of the student parledge. originality and organizaICl?an s . votes. ~ v~ry happy
tional ability.
.
smil: which she still IS wearing.
This coming Saturday four
This was not the. only exciteof Tech's novice debate. teams
ment for Te<:h during the tour- will be attending practice sesnament.
Brian S.ayr~. .Butte
sions at Montana State Univerfreshman, was a finalist, in exsity. There will be no iud in
tempor~neous speaking. which
but critiques will be give~ ;;
was umque to the tournaments
varsity debaters.
Partici ants
~ontana
Tech. has attended.
will be coming from Univ~rsity
rs. ~l~, explained . that this
of Montana.
Carroll College
event IS rather far out." Stanand .Eastern Montana Colle ~
dar~ extemporaneous speaking
in addition to Montana Te~h
mainly
concerns national and
and. .Montana State Uniwer~~
,,·t·
could it be that faculty ratings
~r.e a matter of personal op
~mo?? .If the graduate of our
mstItutIOn is competitive in a
rough and tough (industry. did
he really have a preponderance
of second and third rate teachers? If so, then do not other colleges have their shade of second
or third rate teachers? For ~e
t? believe this stated degradatIon of our academic standards
~ore "facts" will have to b~
gIVen than was stated in the
editorial. Of course we can
stand improvement in all area;;
but then so can most other colleges.
Personally I like to be associated with a winner and our total
new look; many students have
expressed similar attitudes to
me. If we get more students be·
cause of our winning teams and
our other activit.ies undoubtedly
the Board of Regents and the

legislature
will be compelled
tv give us more money and bet
ter facilities. These will be usell
o.r better educational opportuni
bes and ourcrcwding will onlv
be temporary. So the total ne;'"
~ook benefits us rather than inJures us. Living through the
old system of lack of facilities.
lack of enthusiasm,
losh:g·
teams. threats of being closed
by the legislature. lack of coeds
and the old style skirts. I much
p~ef~r our new atmoshere of
wmnmg. large numbers of stu·
dents.
cultural
development
more coeds. better educationai
opportunities and mini skirts.
I h?~e we .can continue in this
pOSItive dIrection
because
I
personally feel that it is the
to go.
way

The MONTANA
POWER
COMPANY

BUTTE BUSINESS
MACHINES. INC.

Very truly yours
Koehler

Chairman
Division

Stout

.

Engineering

A. B. Dick, Stenorette
Olympia Typewriters & Adders
We SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
101 E. Broadway
792-2334
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Dormies Gripe, Praise Home Away From Home
by Bob Durkin

Life in Tech's dorm seems,
for the most part, to be something else again. In order to
find out what the dormies felt
about it, this reporter spent
several hours talking to some
of the dormies.
For the 'most part the dormies enjoy living in the dorm.
With no set hours and the
amount of self-discipline they
have, the dormies feel that it
is helping them to become responsible adults.
Dick West has likened living
in the dorm to life in a "zoo
or a mental institution." Bob
. Blakely said it's "quaint; a
regular three-ring circus."
The dormies feel that living
in the, dorm is a good experience for them, in that they
learn to get along with all
mannar . of people, that they
learn to accept people for what
they are, that they learn new
ideas, that they can tolerate
people better, that it's educational; though Bob Blakely said
he can "think of a better ex.
perience," though he refused
to elaborate further.
What the dormies most like
about the dorm is that it's the
best way to meet people. Doug
Glaspey said that living in the
dorm "is almost like living at
home; there's good food, friends
lots of exercise, and the atrnosphere isn't that bad."
All the dormies seem to dislike the same things; they' aren't
allowed to have girls visit their
rooms. Other complaints w1ere:
bad food, poor mail service,
lack of hot water on a cold
morning. and that it's too noisey, Dick Burgess complained:
"If Wetzel can have a stove in
his room, why can't I have
one .in mine?" Why indeed?
Brian Sayre said, "It's an ever.
lasting pain in the * * '"''
The physical condition of the
dorm bothers few dormies.

Most of the dormios said they
liked the plaster falling off the.
walls, poor lighting, etc. Dick
West said' that he liked the
deplorable condition of his room
so much that when the reo
modled rooms are ready he'll
refuse to leave. Bob Pederson
said it makes him feel secure.
Most of the dormies said that
they don't have to worry about
damaging the things in the
rooms. and that if they had
-new rooms they would hate .to
use anything in them for fear
of, scratching or breaking them.
Don Chaffee said he doesn't
mind the rooms as long as
they're warm in the winter and
the wind doesn't blow through.
Bob Blakely had one complaint:
"There's
a pegboard parti ..
tion between my room and
the bathroom, which results in
a very unpleasant odor in my
room." On, the other side of
the coin, Brian Sayre said.
"The physical condition of the
dorm is the factor that most
irritates me."
As far as studying is concerned, most of the dormies
said that in order to study in
relative peace and quiet they
either have to go to the laundry room, or else turn up the
music in their rooms. The
dormies generally agree that's
it's still too early in the year
for everyone to have settled
down yet; and that they can
study only for a short time
before they begin to bother one
another. 'than
The dormies feel that life in
the dorm could be improved
if the walls were plastered, the
bathrooms fixed up; by having
decent lounges and nicer study'
areas, lengthening the dining
hours, by having more than
one electrical outlet in each
room, and an improved heating
system; improve the acusties,
put a telephone in the base:

Writing Contest Open
To AII Students
Three contests open to students have been announced recently.
The first is the Kansas City
Poetry Contest, with four divisions and $1,600 in prizes. The
Devins Award of $500.00 is for
a book of poems; Hallmark Honor Prizes of $100 each for six
poems submitted by undergraduates of colleges and universities; the Kansas City Star
Awards of $400.00 for four single poems submitted without
regard to age or residence; the
Sharp Memorial Awards of
$100 for poems submitted by
high school students in Missouri
and bordering states.
Copies of contest rules can be
obtained from Mr. Taylor.
Mademoiselle sponsors two

yearly contests for women undergraduates, one in fiction and
one in poetry. Those eligible
and interested may write to
Mademoiselle, 420 Lexington
Avenue, New York 10017 for
details and forms.

,

Flynn/s

Park Florists
CORSACES ~nd
BOUTONNIERES
205 W. Park St.-Butte
I. D. and Eileen Flynn

ment or phones in each room:
"Ready To
put a quieter door on the south
Travel"
Fast Prompt
wing; enforce the rules for quiet
011 week nights; and allow girls
SERVICE
to visit the rooms.
~~R~ED~&~WHITE
The recreational Iacilities are
DAIRY DRIVE IN
limited to one color television
SECOND (AT) MONTANA
in the first floor lounge, and
792-2040
as Dick Burgess sarcastically
said, "Charlie's p.osters and my
right hand." The dormies have
expessed their desire to have
other forms of recreation added
because throwing Frisbies in
the hall, pillow-fights, and
throwing water at one another
Montana Tech's library boasts
just don't make it.
four works Ijy Elizabeth Davey
The general .consensus of the Lochrie, a local artist of nadormies concerning the House tional fame. Three were origiMother and proctors is that nally commissioned by the
they'e really easy to get along school as preliminary steps for
with, though Doug Glaspsy four mural paintings for the
said, "The third, floor proctor library walls. The plans did not
seems to think tfiat everyone I materialize due to lack of funds
should be in bed or studying by and wall space- Mrs. Lochrie
9:00, every night, seven nights graciously presented the origia week." The dormies said that nal oils to the library last
while the proctors aren't ex. spring. One, "The Prospector",
actly West Point, they do keep takes the Big Hole River as a
everyone in line.
background. The second depicts
All in all, the dormies feel early prospectors panning gold
that they get along pretty _ near Emigrant Peak south of
much-well with the rest of the Livingston. Another scene from
history pictures
domies, except. for the jocks. the state's
James
and
Granville.
Stuart
A few of those questioned said
that they wished the jocks had with Benetsee Finlay being told
a separate dorm all to them- of gold found 'in Pioneer Creek
at Gold Creek, Montana, i~
selves because, as a dormie
1857.
who preferes to remain anony.
The remaining painting, "Med.
rnous for obvious reasons said,
"They (the jocks) seem to feel icine Man", was loaned by the
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority in
that they're so much better
June, 1970.
us." But Bob Blakely said,
Mrs. Lochrie has displayed
"They're (the jocks) are all a
her work on three continents.
bunch of great guys."
The Deer Lodge native and
That is what the dormies
Butte
resident is celebrated for
think of dorm life. Most like
her scense of Montana and Inliving in the dorm, although Bob
.1
Blakely said, "Having worked
as a janitor in' a dorm for two
CHARLEY JUDD'S
summers, and not liking what I
saw, I have a negative attitude
Chaffee said, good or bad, " I
Where Friendly People Meet
live here because I have to."

1970

Fran sport
Johnson hop
1957 Harrison Ave.
Phone 792-3322
Cerry Lightweight camping
Cear
Avon Inflatable Boats
Complete supplies for the
Hunter and Fisherman

lochrie Paintings in Library
dians. She has permanent dis..
plays in many major galleries
in the United States.
Elizabeth Lochrie was educated at the Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, New York. She has
studied with Wirold Reiss, Dorothy Pucinicci, and Victor Arnotoff.
Mrs. Lochrie is a life honorary fellow of the International
Institute of Arts and Letters,
Berne, Switzerland. She was
selected to represent Montana
at the New York World's Fair.
For several years, she has servo
ed as one of five judges for, the
Miss Indian America' Contest.
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Student Questions His Education
.

I

by Fish
the
school
system
is entirely
Why am I here? The need for
defeated.
I
shut
leaning
out. I
something to do led me to believe some wild promise that had control over my desire to
I could be educated! What kind reject learning. Yell at me.
of miserable
drudgery
could punish me. or torture me and
ever possibly hope to begin to still I will not learn. I will only
experience pain. fear and hate.
enlighten my already regimented mind. But, still, I sit in I may be driven to act as if
performing
class. mimicking my peers and I were learning;
like
a
robot,
attentive
to each
copying. step by step, the memorized follies which my pro- command, but still, inside, shut
fessors pour before me. An hour out everything.
Teach me to add five and
at a time I commit myself to
seven by using the repetition
more and more insane dullery;
pretending
to listen,
faking method. If I hear the answer
knowledge: that which will no enough times. I appear to have
learned that five and seven
longer enter my brain.
are
twelve, But, have I really
My childhood was a farce.
learned?
After all, what IS,
Only memories of anxiousness'
a
five?
What
IS a seven? What
to get out of school, flash
through my mind. Finally, I good does a twelve do for me?
slowed down to my day of grad- There is no meaning in forced
learning.
uation. But, who could ever
I have been made a product
teach me. even in ten years,
of
a warped institution. I funcWhat I had learned myself in
a Single personal experience?' I tion now only because I reahave to want to listen. to you, lize what society has done to
me. I have survived the' ordeal.
to keep in my mind the things
The ones who have not surpresented to me.
vived
are the millions of stuWho could ever think I would
learn simply because I was dents still caught up in the
enslavement
of "having
to
placed in an ordered arrangelearn.
"
ment? How can the mere fact,
Will the masses of people,
that I am restricted by rules,
who
now simply exist, ever
insure a learning situation? INtotally
realize that the society
SANITY! ! !' The purpose o,f

Richard,s 6- Rochelle

Don't Take Our Wt>rd for It
Come In and See

DRESS RICHT
You Can"·AHorci Not To,
17 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards, Remo Rochelle

BILL'S Men's Shop
29 WEST PARK
'
For the Latest in Men's Apparel

STUDENT'S
SAVE MONEY
SAVETI'ME
Highest quality Gasoline

\~hich they form has built within itself a system designed to
make evey one of them insane?
From the time a child is five
years old, until he can stand
no more, he is sent away from
home and security to be molded
into a brick that will FIT in
the wall of society. The same
wall
stands between humans
and humanity.
If, thus far, you fail to realize the grave situation each
and everyone of us is in, go to
school today and listen to your
brain 'slowly wrinkle away.

Film Festival
To Tour Soon
The Fifth National Student
Film Festival, largest of its
kind in history. will tour colleges. and universities
across
the country and will be available to student organizations for
sponsorship, it was recently announced.
The festif;;tl, sponsored by the
Jos. SchlitiiiBhewing Company,
Milwaukee, the American Film
Institute,
the Motion Picture
Association of America. and
the National Student Association, earned the distinction of
being the largest as the result
of attracting a record 347 entries in this year's film competition. The films cfrne from
84 colleges .and universities nation-wide.,
.
Schlitz has awarded $22,500
in cash prizes, five of $2,500 and
twenty of $500, in addition to
providin gofr two $30,000 fellowships (or filmmakers to study
film for two years at the Center
for Advanced Film .Studies,
Beverly Hills, California.
Following a World Premiere
at Lincoln Center in New York
on October 13, a package of
award winning films can be
sponsored by a student organization, for showing on the campus, with the opportunity of
receiving revenue if admission
is charged. The package can
also be rented for free showings.
For information
concerning
sponsorship and bringing the
Fifth National Student Film Festivalto
the campus, write to
International Student Films, 254
W. 71st Street No. 2B, New York
1002'3, or telephone (212) 595·
8080.

Horse~ Chief Casualty
As Knasty Knaves Revolt
by Smith
Once upon a time, in a beautiful unknown land, there was
a tiny castle upon a big hill.
The king of this realm believed
that if his people could hear
no' "evil", see no "evil", ant!
, speak no "evil,"
then they
would do no "evil." Therefore
all the king's horses and ali
the king's men tried to keep the
dwelers aware of only the exciting ocurrances in the castle
such as who won the jousting
match last month or which fair
maidens had been chosen to participate in a flower parade belore that match.
Among the castle dwellers
were some "knaves" who saw
that there were also events occuring on the other side of the
moat. These "knaves" thought
that the people in the ..r-ealm
should be aware of these outside events, so they printed
manuscripts
which were passed out to the dwellers.
To stop the .action of these

r~;~~7s1
!
i
j
t
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Butte

Wein's

Maggi-Ann's
Keene's Shoe Store
The Hub'
Standard Furniture
Whitehead's
Shiners
Phil Judd's
Newman's Bootery
Currie Tire & Appliance
Reardon Plumbing &
Heating

PLAZA PUB

,

2606 Farrell Sf. Butte Montana
I

Cocktail Lounge
Package Liquor to go

to Students
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We Love You

-

Dear Students of Montana Tech'
Last Saturday,
October 24'.
1.970, there were a few rumors
of possible disruptions before
and during the football' game.
However, no disorder was evi, dent. I feel that both student
bodie~ should be commended I
for behaving like rational adults
in 'spite of the excitement and
tension which abounded during
the game.
So let's pat ourselves on the
back for a moment. Maybe
we've helped prove to the
adults of Butte and Dillon that
we are the responsible young
adults we claim to be.
Sincerely,
.
JO ANN GYGAX (Miss)
ASWMC President

Montana Tech Booster.

S. ARIZONA

I

WMC President
Praises Behavior

East Park Plaza

Phone 723-6552

-----

As this type of story always'
goes, everybody lived happily
ever after (except for some of
the king's horses and some of
the king's men, VI.:~
put Vice-Minister back together
again).
Letter

UPTOWN

Merchants -

"knaves", the king's horses and
tht;,~~'s
men took them before the Vice-Minister,
who
<;~_cked to see that nothina
'"evil" was vocalized (exee;
tion was taken to the "Castle
Song"). No~ .the. Vice-Minister
,~f~d to put shackles on these
knaves" because they wrote
about more than what happened
at the castle during the past
month '~r so. Being made aware
of this situation, the people in
t~e realm believed that the
king's horses and the king's
men, and these "knaves" could
compromise
on the
manuscript~; t~erefore the people
restramed
the Vice-Ministl!r's
actions.
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Ski Team. Hurt 'By Money Lack.
by

Bob Durkin

Montana. Tech's ski team may
The ski team generally gets
be headed for a wipe-out un- up at 5:30 in the morning so that
less the school's officials and they can work out and practice
students take their minds off their skiing for a couple of
the football team and turn their hours. They intend to try hard
attention to other sport-groups. to bring honors to Tech. For
The ski team is fighting a this they are receiving no gratgreat handicap in order to sur- itude from the school. A footvive; no money, no transportaball team is fine; but not when
tion, no school support. But for it takes away from other groups
all this, the ski team intends
who deserve their chance to do
to survive. How they don't something for Tech. The ski
know. But survive they will; team is one of these groups:
they must, to prove that a foot- they deserve our support.
ball team isn't the only group
Nothing can hurt the morale
that can bring glory to the of any group faster than knowschool.
ing that the school they will be
The ski team is -learning that, . competing for doesn't care
because skiing is not considered
about them. If the school cona respected sport at Tech, they tinues to ignore the ski team
cannot get lockers in the .Iock- as it has thus far, the ski team
er-room, they. have not been will slowly fade away. Is this
able to get money from the what Tech wants? The ski team
school to help' finance their ski thinks not, but so far, only the
trips, and they cannot get AMPLIFIER has shown contransportation to and from the
cern. The ski team needs the
ski meets they hope to enter.
student body behind them; they
The football, basketball, wresneed the cooperation of the'
tling, and track teams were
Athletic Department.
So far
able to get nearly all the money
they haven"t gotten either. It's
they asked for. But not the ski about time they do.
team; they were given no monLet's show the ski team that
ey.
we care; give them your supThe ski team does have
port now, they need your supfriends. Various ski clubs in
port just as much as the footthe city have offered support.
ball team does.
Some ski suppliers have also
offered support. It is 'a damning accusation when the school
that these skiers represent refuses to come forward with
by Buzzard
support when it is shown that
The Montana Tech Orediggers
people do want Tech to have a
.of old were' as popular to Butte
ski team.
sports fans as the Eskimo Relays in Nome, Alaska. Fans
wondered why they competed on
the field because they were better in the bar. Recruiting was
that part of the game that took
place one hour before game
This year's winning football time. In fact common talk was
games were spiced up by four- when the losing streak would
teen high-stepping drill team end, or why destroy human
members. Attired in green and bodies for defeat.
If Defeat can be classified as
orange. They perform various
jazz, .drill. and dance routines. 77-0.
Desire and enthusiam were
Newly named the "Big Sky
Techettes," these girls will en- aplenty but football players few.
There were. as many football
tertain sport fans with a variety
of moods created for home players on campus as th~re are
.
basketball
half-time periods. Santa Clauses.
TeCtr's Humane Society then
Hard work for the basketball
season has already begun with came to the rescue in the form
the selection of two new mem- of a Boosters Club and change
bers and the planning of several o c cur e d. Scholarships were
routines.
.
granted and winning was made
The group is directed by drill posible. School enrollment inmistress. Diane Sarti, and ad- creased 90 per cent- and the
vised by Mrs. Peggy Sarsfield. Alumni and people or"Butte beOfficers are Bonnie Nicholls, gin to know what an Oredigger
president; Jackie Geach, sec is.
Winning has been achieved hy
retary-treasurer;
Judy Robertson, wardrobe mistress; and a tremendous pride and a burning desire on the part of the
Judy David, sergeant-at-arms.
Other members of the group are players and fans. Winning has
Janie Gibson, Karlene Hirsh, brought Tech coaches like Ray
Marianne Isola, Debbie Knuck- Braun, Charley Armey, and
Bob Riley. Winning has given
ey, Cheri Lasky, Debbie Payn
ter, JoAnn Quinn, Lynette Rob- Tech a fine crop of athletes,
bins, Wendy Swanson. Terry a reason to excel.
Now the Orediggers are
Templin and Patti Young.
The members of the color champs, now Tech has over
1000students, and now they win.
guards are: Pat Barnington,
Winning builds Tradition' and
Charlene Godman and Karen
O'Neil.
Tradition builds respect . .

Winning Ways

Big Sky Techettes
Entertain Fans

TAKEI~~.
I AMPEX I ~ICRO
.
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Coach· Predicts
WinningSeasn
Tech's first year head coach,
Bob Stephens, says "I feel we,
Willhave an interesting and ex,
I citing team
to watch."
, The team has worked a lot
on its running game and set
offense and
Stephens
says,
"Things seems to be smoothing out fairly well at this time."
"Our defense is pretty good,"
he continues, "although we still
have some mental lapses when
We try to put it all together.
Our .shooting
has improved
qUite a bit. but it is not yet as
good as it should be. Since we
are a young team all phases
of our game should improve
throughout the season."
"Our guard playing seems to
be our strong point," Stephens
Points out. "We have good depth

in our guard positions, but we
are small and inexperienced on
the front line and our rebounding needs a lot of imprpvement.
Despite the gaps, though, I don't
think any of our fans are going
to be disappointed in our performance. We're putting together a fine ball club."
The Ore diggers will play 26
basketball games this season.
not including the Frontier Conference Tournament in Dillon
later this month. "We have a
very difficult schedule," Coach
Stephens says. "The Frontier
Conference is noted as a strong
basketball conference. All of the
schools have established recruiting programs and have lots. of
talent available for the coming
season."

PATRONACE

I Computer

Show
At Russell Gallery

Highlights
in the developlnent of modern computers are
Portrayed in a new exhibit that
Officially, opened Nov. 6 in the
C. M. Russell Gallery, 1201 4th
Ave. N., Great Falls. The exhibit is on loan from International Business Machines Coriloration.
Entitled
"Advances
in the
liistory aI1d Technology of ComPuters," the exhibit traces hjghlights in the history of data,
: Processing from the 1890s to
I
the present.
.• It begins by showing how the
.first tabulating machine helped
cOrnplete the 1890 census in onethird the time of the previous
Census. It ends with a demonstration of an airline reservai tions system
that can confirm
a passenger's
seat request in
three seconds.
In between,
other
"minishows" tell the story of three
generations of computers and
.....
as they progresed from vac~urn tubes to transistors to microminiature circuits-how their
SPeeds accelerated
from 200
CalCulations a second to more
than a million.
Visitors use a small card to
OPerate the exhibit's displaysAt the end of each demonstra.tion, which takes about three
lninutes, a question and a se·
lection of possible
answers
lights up. After the viewer has
gone through' the six demo~strations in the exhibit, hIS'
Score is determined by the seqUence of punches in his card.
Machines portrayed in the e~hibit were selected for their
hi~torical significance and in'
clude models of the Hollerith
1'abulating Machine, (1890). the
~ark I computer (1944), IBM
Goa electronic multiplier (1946).
~~M701 electronic data processlrIg rn\fhine (1952), IBM 7070
~
,,:..:;..
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A THOUGHT

TO COPPER ••
THE BOOST IT GIVES OUR ECONOMY.
THE EMPLOYMENT IT GIVES TO THOUSANDS.
THE CONVENIENCE IT GIVES TO OUR LIVING.
THE S.ERVICE IT PERFORMS IN OUR CARS AND
APPLIANCES.
THE WARMTH AND BEAUTY IT ADDS TO OUR
HOMES.

THESE AND MANY OTHER
.,
GOOD THINGS ARE MADE
POSSIBLE BY COPPER.

ANACONDA
a

•
floor
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GIVE

data processing system (1958)
and
modern computer, IBM
System -360.
.
The exhibit will be on display
in Great Falls. until mid-Jan,
to the
uary. when it will return
.
Lawrence Hall of SCIence, Berkeley, Calif.
.
The Russell Gallery I~ open
from 9 a.m. to 5, .~m .. daily e~cept Monday. AdmIsslOn charges are. $1 for adults and 50 cents

•
•
~

for students; children under 12
are admitted free.
Five other IBM computer exhibits are now touring the countryon
loan to museums, colleges, libraries and other institutions. They are 'part of a
traveling exhibit program that
includes both art and science
shows. Last year. IBM's touring
exhibits were seen in more thim
125 U, S. cities.

•

".

Cheerleaders
Now Ten
The Cheerleaders recently added five newcomers to their
squad. They are, of course,
BOYS! Kermit Behnke, Chris
Showers, Mike Sorich, Greg
Sheridan and Bill Cannon have
volunteered to help raise the
spirit at our basketball games.
Cheri, Martha, Raye, Jackie
and Karen stated that, "suvs
have more influence on the
crowd in getting them to yell."
"We appreciate their help and
enthusiasm. " "Each week we
practice on new stunts and actions and although sometimes
they don't work OU' we have
fun doing them."
If you haven't seen our "TEN"
cheerleaders in action come to
the games, look, join the crowd
and YELL!

'Student Council
Praises Students
The Student Council in its
October 26 meeting congratulated Leo Heath, chairman for
homecoming, and his committee
for the success of the venture.
Thanks were also expressed for
the powder-puff football match
and to Coach Robert Riley.
In other business, the Council
lent $200 to AWS for their convention expenses, heard the petition from the dormitory boys
to allow women visitors, and
discussed the problem of spec·
ial rates for married stUdents
to athletic events. No action was
taken on the last two issues.

Johnson

Bob's family was not rich,
and the day he was given ,the,
cycle was the greatest day of
Bob's life. The cycle was far
from new-his brother, Charlie,
had· toyed with it for a year,
and already it had had years
'of wear. Still, Bob was thrilled;
but far from content. He was
determined' to enter his cycle
in the cycle races, his small
town's biggest annual
event
(an event so +big that folks
would forego their daily Bingo
game-on
Saturday, at least--,to attend).
Bob used all his pocket-money to paint his cycle bright
'orange and green, then begged
his parents for more. They told
him their financial' problems
(which were all too apparent)
-that money was scarce, and if
he was given more than his
share, his brothers and sisters
would do without their pocketmoney.
But Bob threatened to leave
home, and his demands were
met. For their sacrifices, his
brothers and sisters hoped he
might win the races and get his
picture in the paper, so they
could brag to the other kids.
BO,bimmediately began ordering high compression cylinder,
heads; racing pistons, tuned exhausts, and other racing gear.
He conditioned his cycle and
entered it in the races. He went
to the finals undefeated anti
as the excitement
climaxed:
Bob inched past Willy Montilly
to take
the
championship.
AmIdst cries of "We're number
one!" his brothers and sisters
carried Bob through town.
I enjoyed those races, too,
and was glad Bob won. But
What Bob showed me by winning, was the ANYONE could
win, provided
they invested
enough money to build the best
cycle. As I pondered, this, I
realized Bob had inherited a
"cycle" far more demanding
than his "two-wheeler" - Willy
had not enjoyed losing the
races-he
had won them too
many times before-and
you
could bet his cycle would be in
top condition for next year's
races.
And to stay "Number One"
Bob would have to improve on
his.
I wondered. when the sacrifices by Bob's brothers and sisters would overshadow
their
desire to finance a progressive- .
ly more costly "winning" streak.
But things had gone too well
to shadow Bob's win with a
"negative attitude",
so I, the
innocent bystander,
strolled
down Main Street, singing a
song I remembered from the
Hit Parade some time back:
"Money can't buy everything
it's true, but what it can't buy
I can't use-give me money" ...
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It can make things work for you.
It's that kind of book.
National Bible Week Committee
P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station
Read your Bible. You'll see.
New York, New York 10023
If you don't have a Bible of your own,
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.
Please send me one Bible.
we'll send you one for a dollar.
NAME __ ~.Hard cover and everything.
/
ADDRESS
Just one should do it.
CITY
STATE __
ZIP_
.The Bible lasts a long time.
...................
:
30th Annual National Bible Week, November 22-29, 1970. An Int~~aith
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It's A Man's World?
by Paulette

Who ever said that it is a
man's world? It may have been
a man's world ten years -ago
but times have changed. Women are now employed in nearly
every field that at one time was
considered strictly a man's occupation. We now have female
doctors, lawyers, congressmen,
T.V. repairmen,
and' smeltermen, to name only a few. It is
only fair that a woman who has
the same. education or qualifications as a man be allowed

Drozda

to hold the same position at
equal pay, but why can't women's liberation stop h~re?
There are some women who
must light their own cigarettes,
refuse help with their coats,
open doors for themselves, and
change, their own flat tires.
Why? Because they are just as
CAPABLl~ of doing these things
as a man is. These women are
ruining it for the rest of us
who prefer the old-fashioned
idea of chivalry. Believe it or

The Veterans Administrati
announced it will finance mobi
homes for veterans and servi
men starting Dec. 22.
Administrator of Veterans
fairs Donald E. Johnson sal
PL 91-506, which President N'
on signed Oct. 23, authori
VA to guarante or make dir
loans for this purpose.
Earlier this year, the Pre
dent's Committee on the Vi
nam Veteran, of which Johns
was chairman,
recommend
legislation on mobile home
nancing, ,The committee sal
the legislation was needed
provide "low cost housing, f
low and moderate income
terans."
The law which provides (I
nancing for mobile homes a1
restores expired GI loan beo
fits to some 8.9 million Worl
War II and Korean Conflict
teans. The law also preserv
these benefits for all vetera
who served after Jan. 31, 1
until they are actually used,
Another provision eliminal
the .5 per cent funding fee V.
formerly required Post Kores
veterans to pay on guarants
and direct home loans. It VJS
emphasized this provision d
not affect loans made berD
Oct. 23, the date the bill VJ
signed.
The law also makes dir
loans for specially
adapt
housing available to seriotJS~
disabled veterans in all par
of the country.
The VA Administration not
these specific provisions of ~
law on the financing of mobl
homes:
*Establishes a special mOb
home loan guaranty or dir /
loan benefit for veterans at!'
servicemen who have not
viously used any of their $~.
500 home loan guaranty eli
bility to purchase concenti()ll8
homes.
d
*Provides that if a veteran.y
servicemen
uses his mob\
home loan entitlement, he tJ'I~
not otherwise use his $1.2, ~
home loan entitlement until ~
has repaid the mobile home 108
in full.
*Provides that VA may 8~
prove loans up to a maxirnurf c~
$10,000 for a mobile home. a~t
up to $17,500 where a suita I
lot to place the mobile hOol

J
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Pioneer Concrete '&
Fuel, Inc.
843 Maryland
Ave.
Butte
PHONE
723-5435
Sacked Cement Radio Dispatched
Ready Mix Concrete
Washe'd Sand and Gravel

not, there are still some wom140
en in the world who would ratW. Park
her depend on a man than disCustom Leather Apparel
pJ
Antique and the unusual
hi
I havem. often wondered • how - r
.ace
the extreme advocates of worn,en's liberation would react to
being placed on a completely
equal basis with men. For instance, how would they like to
be drafted?

~==:::.========~

on is purchased.
iii
*Provides that th~ VA tJ'I J
guaantee up to 30 per cen\,J
the loan for a mobile home,;eo
use of this guaranteed or di tl1'
loan benefit does not reduce 1~'
veteran's or serviceman's $
500 guaranty entitlement.
b8~
While emphasizing
VA {~
not had experience in loans :..A
mobile homes, officials e"P"~
about 13,000 loans to be rilliei
during the first year of the n
program.

